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CHAPTER

VI

FREE WILL
Tnnoucnour the last three chapters we have been
considering various objections which might be urged
against the theory stated in Chapters I and II. And
the very last objection w[ich we considered was one
which consistedin assertfrg that the question whether
an action is right or wrong does not depend upon
its actual consequences,because whenever the consequences,sofar as tfu agent canforesee, are likely to
be the best possible, the action is always right, even
if they are not actually the best possible. In other
words, this objection rested on the view that right and
wrong depend, in a sense, upon what the agent can
h,noat Andin the presentchapter I proposeto consider
objections, which rest, instead of this, upon the view
that right and wrong depend upon what the agent
can do.
Now it must be remembered that, in a ser6e) our
original theory does hold and even insists that this is
the case. We havg, for instance,frequently referred to
it in the last chapter as holding that an action is only
right, ifit producesthe bestpossr6/e
consequencesland
by 'the best possibh consequences'was meant 'consequencesat least as good as would have followed from
any action which the agent could have done instead'.
It does, therefore, hold that the question whether an
action is right or wrong does always depend upon a
comparison of its consequenceswith those of all the
other actions which the agent could have done instead.
It assumes,therefore, that wherever a voluntary action
is right or wrong (and we have throughout only been
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talking of. voluntary actions), it is true that the agent
could.,in a sense,have done something else instead.
This is an absolutely essentialpart of the theory.
But the reader must now be reminded that all along
we have been using the words 'cant, 'could', and
'possible' in a special sense. It was explained in
Chapter I (pp. zo-zr), that we proposed, purely for
the sake of brevity, to say that an agent could have
done a given action, which he didn't do, wherever it is
true that he could have done it, if he had chosen;
and similarly by what he can do, or what is possible,
we have always meant merely what is possible, f he
chooses. Our theory, therefore, has not been maintaining, after all, that right and wrong depend upon
what the agent absolutely can do, but only on what he
can do, f he chooses. And this makes an immense
difference. For, by confining itself in this way, our
theory avoids a controversy, which cannot be avoided
by those who assertthat right and wrong depend upon
what the agent absolutely can do. There are few, if
any, people who will expressb)deny that we very often
really could, r/ we had chosen, have done something
different from what we actually did do. But the moment
it is assertedthat any man ever absolutelycould have
done anything othcr than what he did do, there are
many people who would deny this. The view, therefore,
which we are to considerin this chapter-the view that
right and wrong dcpendupon what the agentabsolutely
can do----atonce involves us in an extremely difficult
controversy-the controversy concerning Irree Will.
There are many peoplewho s-trenuouslydeny that any
man ever could have done anything other than what
he actually did do, or ever can do anything other than
what he will do1' and there are others who assert the
opposite equally strenuously. And whichever view be
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held is, if cornbinedwith the view that right and wrong
depend upon what the agent absolutely can do, liable
to contradict our theory very seriously. Those who
hold that no man ever could have done anything other
than what he did do, are, if they ako hold that right
and wrong depend upon what we can do, logically
bound to hold that no action of ours is ever right and
none is ever wrong; and this is a view which is, I
think, often actually held, and which, of course, constitutes an extremely seriousand fundamental objection
to our theory: since our theory implies, on the
contrary, that we very often do act wrongly, if never
quite rightly. Those, on the other hand, who hold
that we absolutely can do things, which we don't do,
and that right and wrong depend upon what we thus
can do, are also liable to be led to contradict our theory,
though for a different reason. Our theory holds that,
provided a man could have done something else, e/ he
had chosen, that is sufficient to entitle us to say that
his action really is either right or wrong. But those
who hold the view we are considering will be liable
to reply that this is by no meanttufficient: that to say
that it ,s sufficient, is entirely to misconceivethe nature
of right and wrong. They will say that, in order that
an action may be real$t either right or wrong, it is
absolutely essential that the agent should have been
really able to act differently, able in some sensequite
other than that of merely being able, e/ he had chosen.
If all that were really ever true of us were merely
that we could have acted differently, if we had chosen,
then, these people would say, it really would be true
that none of our actions are ever right and that none
are ever wrong. They will say, therefore, that our
theory entirely misses out one absolutely essential
condition of right and wrong-the condition that, for

an action to be right or wrong, it must be freely done.
And moreover, many of them will hold also that the
class of actions which we absolutely can do is often
not identical with thosewhich we can do, z/we choose.
They may say, for instance, that very often an action,
which we could have done, y' we had chosen, is neverthelessan action which we could not have done; and
that an action is always right, if it produces as good
consequencesas any other action which we rcally could
have done instead. From which it will follow that
many actions which our theory declares to be wrong,
will, accordingto them, be right, becausetheseactions
really are the best of all that we could have done,
though not the best of all that we could have done,
y'we had chosen.
Now these objections seem to me to be the most
serious which we have yet had to consider. They seem
to me to be seriousbecause(r) it is very difficult to be
sure that right and wrong do not really depend, as
they assert, upon what we can do and not merely on
what we can do, y' we choose; and because(z) it is
very difficult to be sure in what senseit is true that we
ever could have done anything different from what we
actuallydid do. I do not professto be sure about either
of these points. And all that I can hope to do is to
point out certain facts which do seem to me to be
clear, though they are often overlooked; and thus to
isolateclearly for the reader'sdecision,those questions
which seemto me to be really doubtful and difficult.
Let us begin with the question: Is it ever true that
a man could have done anything else, except what he
actually did do ? And, first of all, I think I had better
explain exactly how this question secmsto me to be
related to the question of Free Will. For it is a fact
that, in many discussionsabout Free Will, this precise
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question is never mentioned at all; so that it might be
thought that the two have really nothing whatever to do
with one another. And indeed some philosophers do,
I think, definitely imply that they haoe nothing to do
with one another: they seemto hold that our wills can
properly be said to be free even if we ncoer can, in
any senseat all, do anything else except what, in the
end, we actually do do. But this view, if it is held,
seemsto me to be plainly a mere abuse of language.
The statement that we have Free Will is certainly
ordinarily understood to imply that we really sometimes
have the power of acting differently from the way in
rrhich we actually do act; and hence, if anybody
tells us that we have Free Will, while at the same time
he meansto deny that we ever have such a power, he is
simply misleading us. We certainly have not got Free
Will, in the ordinary sense of the word, if we never
really could,in any senseat all, have done anything else
than what we did do; so that, in this respect,the two
questionscertainly are connected. But, on the other
hand, the mere fact (if it is a fact) that we sometimes
can, in somesense, do what we don't do, does not
necessarilyentitle us to say that we havelpree Will.
We certainly haoen't got it, unlesswe cait; but it
doesn't follow that we haae got it, even if we can.
Whether we have or not will depend upon the precise
sensein which it is true that we can. So that even if
we do decide that we really can often, in somese se,
do what we dont do, this decision by itself does not
entitle us to say that we have Free Will.
And the first point about which we can and should
be quite clear is, I think, this: namely, that we
certainly often can,irr somesense,do what we don't do.
It is, I think, quite clear that this is so; and also very
important that we should realizethat it is so. For many
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people are inclined to assert, quite without qualification: No man ever could, on any occasion, have done
anything else than what he actually did do on that
occasion. By asserting this quite simply, without
qualification, they imply, of course (even if they do
not mean to imply), that there is zo proper senseof the
word 'could', in which it is true that a man couldhave
acted differently. And it is this implication which is,
I think, quite certainlyabsolutelyfalse. For this reason,
anybody who asserts,without qualification, 'Nothing
ever couW have happened, except what actually did
happen', is making an assertionwhich is quite unjustifiable, and which he himself cannot help constantly
contradicting. And it is important to insist on this,
becausemany people do make this unqualified assertion, without seeing how violently it contradicts what
they themselves,and all of us, believe, and rightly
believe,at other times. If, indeed,they insert a qualification-if they merely say. 'In on€ senseof the word
" could" nothing ever could have happened, except
what did happen', then, they may perhapsbe perfectly
right: we are not disputing that they may. All that
we are maintaining is that, in onz perfectly proper
and legitimatesenseof the word 'could', and that one
of the very commonestsensesin which it is used, it is
quite certain that some things which didn't happen
could have happened. And the proof that this is so,
is simply as follows.
It is impossible to exaggeratethe frequency of the
occasions on which we all of us make a distinction
between two things, neither of which did happena distinction which we expressby saying, that whereas
the one could have happened, and other could not.
No distinction is commoner than this. And no one,
I thin}, who fairly examinesthe instancesin which we
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make it, can doubt about three things: namely (r)
that very often there really is sorzedistinction between
the two things, corresponding to the language which
we use; (z) that this distinction, which really does
subsist between the things, is the one which we mean
to expressby saying that the one was possible and the
other impossible; and (3) that this way of expressing
it is a perfectly proper and legitimate way. But if
so, it absolutely follows that one of the commonest
and most legitimate usagesof the phrases'could' and
'could not'is to expressa difference,which often really
does hold between two things neither of which did
actually happen. Only a few instancesneed be given.
I could have walked a mile in twenty minutes this
morning, but I certainly could not have run two miles
in five minutes. I did not, in fact, do either of these
two things; but it is pure nonsenseto say that the
mere fact that I did not, does away with the distinction
between them, which I express by saying that the one
aras within my powers, whereas the other was not.
Although I did neither, yet the one was cErtainly
possibleto me in a sensein which the other wef,totally
dzepossible.Or, to take another instance: It is true,
as a rule, that cats can climb trees, whereas dogscan't.
Supposethat on a particular afternoon neither A's cat
nor B's dog do climb a tree. It is quite absurd to say
that this mere fact proves that we must be wrong if
we say (as we certainly often should say) that the cat
could have climbed a tree, though she didn't, whereas
the dog couldn't. Or, to take an instancewhich concerns
an inanimate object. Some ships can steam zo knots,
whereas others can't steam more than 15. And the
mere fact that, on a particular occasion, a zo-knot
steamer did. not actually run at this speed certainly
does not entitle us to say that she could not have done

'so, in the sensein which a rs-knot one could not. On
the contrary, we all can and should distinguish between
casesin which (as, for instance,owing to an accident
to her propeller) she did not, becataeshe could not,
and casesin which she did not, although she could.
Instances of this sort might be multiplied quite in.
definitely; and it is surely quite plain that we all of
us do continually use such language: we continually,
when considering two events, neither of which did
happen, distinguish between them by saying that
whereasthe one zoaspossible,though it didn't happen,
the other was izpossible. And it is surely quite plain
that what we mean by this (whatever it may be) is
something which is often perfectly true. But, if so,
then anybody who asserts, without qualification,
'Nothing ever could have happened,except what did
happen', is simply assertingwhat is false.
It is, therefore, quite certain that we often could
(ir somesense) have done what we did not do. And
now let us see how this fact is'related to the argument
by which people try to persuadeus that it is not a f.act.
The argument is well known: it is simply this. It
is assumed(for reasonswhich I need not discuss)that
absolutely everything that happens has a cause in
what precedesit. But to say this is to say that it follows
rccessmilt from something that preceded it; or, in
other words, that, once the preceding eventswhich are
its cause had happened, it was absolutely bound to
happen. But to say that it was boundto happen, is to
say that nothing elsecould have happened instead; so
that, if ezterythinghas a cause,nothing ever could have
happenedexcept what did happen.
And now let us assume that the premise of this
argument is correct: that everything really has a
cause. What really follows from it ? Obviously all that
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follows is that, in ozesenseof the word , could ', nothing
euer could have happened, except what <tid happenl
This really does foLlow. Bttt, if the word ,couid-, io
ambiguous-if, that is to say, it is used in different
senses on different occasions-it is obviously quite
possible that though, in oze sense,nothing ever could
have happened except what did happen, yet it another
sense,it may at the same time be perfectly true that
somethings which did not happen couldhavehappened.
And can anybqly undertake to assert with ceitaintv
that the word 'could' is not ambiguous? that it may
not have more than one legitimate sense? possibtyit ie
not ambiguousI and, if it is not, then the fact that
some things, which did not happen, could have
happened,really would contradict the principle that
everything has a cause; and, in that case,we should,
I think, have to give up this principle, because the
fact that we often could have done what we did not do,
is so certain. But the assumptionthat the word ,could i
is not ambiguous is an assumption which certainlv
should not be made without thi clearcstproof. Ani
yet I think it often is made, without any proof at all;
simply becauseit does not occur to peolile that words
9fte1 ary ambiguous. It is, for instance,often assumed,
in the Free Will controversy, that the question at issue
is solely as to whether everything is caused,or whether
acts of will are sometimesuncaused. Those who hold
that we haoe Free Will, think themselves bound to
maintain that acts of will sometimes have zo cause;
and those who hold that everything is caused thini<
that this proves completely that we have not Free
Will. But, in fact, it is extremely doubtful whether
Free Will is at all inconsistent with the principle that
everything is caused. Whether it is or noi, all depends
on a very difficult question as to the meaning of the
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word 'could'. All that is certain about the matter is
(r) that, if we have Free Will, it must be true, in sorne
scnse, that we sometimes could have done, lnhat we
did not do; and (z) that, if everything is caused,it
must be true, in sornese se, that we neaercould have
done, what we did not do. What is very uncertain, and
what certainly needs to be investigated, is whether
thesetwo meaningsof the word 'could' are the same.
Let us begin by asking: What is the sense of the
word'could', in which it is so certain that we often
could have done, what we did not do ? What, for
instance, is the sensein which I could have walked a
mile in twenty minutes this morning, though I did
not ? There is one suggestion,which is very obvious:
namely, that what I mean is simply after all that I
could, f I had chosen; or (to avoid a possiblecomplication) perhaps we had better say 'that I should,if IHad
chosen'. In other words, the suggestionis that we
often use the phrase 'I eould' simply and solely as a
ehort way of saying 'I should,if I had chosen'. And
in all cases,where it is certainly true that we could
have done, what we did not do, it is, I think, very
difficult to be quite sure that this (or something
similar) is not what we mean by the word 'could'. The
caseof the ship may seemto be an exception,because
it is certainly not true that she would have steamed
twcnty knots if she had chosen; but even here it
sccms possible that what we mean is simply that she
would, if the menon board of her had chosen. There are
t:crtainly good reasonsfor thinking that we oery often
trrt:ln by 'could' merely twould, y' so and so had
clurscn'. And if so, when we have a senseof the word
'corrlrl ' in which the fact that we often could have
tkrnc what we did not do, is perfectly compatible with
tlro plirr<:iplethat everything has a cause: for to say
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that, if I had performed a certain act of will, I should
have done somethingwhich I did not do, in no way
contradictsthis principle.
And an additional reason for supposing that this &
what we often mean by'could', and one which is also
a reason why it is important to insist on the obvioue
fact that we very often really should have acted differently, if we had willed differently, is that those who
deny that we ever could have done anything, which
we did not do, often speak and think as f tiis reatty
did involve the conclusion that we never should have
acted differently, even if we had willed differently.
This occurs, I think, in two chief instances-on" in
reference to the future, the other in reference to the
past. The first occurs when, becausethey hold that
nothing can happen, except what ztill happen, people
are led to adopt the view called Fatalism-the viiw
that afiateoer we atill, the result will alwavs be the
same; that it is, therefore, ncoel any use to make
one choice rather than another. And this conclusion
will really follow if by 'can' we mean 'would happen,
even if we were to will it'. But it is certainly unuue.
and it certainly does not follow from the principle
of causality. On the contrary, reasons of exactly
the same sort and exactly as strong as those which
lead us to suppose that everything has a cause, lead
to the conclusion that if we choose one course,
the result will always be different in somc respect
from what it would have been, if we had chosen
another; and we know also that the differencewould
somctimcsconsist in the fact that what we chosewould
come to pass. It is certainly often true of the future,
therefore, that whichever of two actions we were to
choose, would actually be done, although it is quite
certain that only one of the two will be done.
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And the second instance, in which people are aPt
to speak and think, as if., becauseno men ever could
have done anything but what he did do, it follows that
he would not, even e/ he had chosen, is as follows.
Many people seem, in fact, to conclude directly from
the first of thise two propositions, that we can never
be justified in praising or blaming a man for anything
that he does, or indeed for making any distinction
between what is right or wrong, on the one hand' and
what is lucky or unfortunate on the other. They conclude, for instance, that there is never any reason to
treat or to regard the voluntary commission of a crime
in any different way from that in which we treat or
regard the involuntary catching of a disease. The man
who committed the crime could not, they say, have
helped committing it any more than the other man
could have helped catching the disease; both events
were equally inevitable; and though both may of
course be great misfortunes, though both may have
vcry bad consequencesand equally bad ones-there is
no justification whatever, they say, for the distinction
wc make between them when we say that the comrrrissionof the crime was wrong, or that the man was
rnorally to blame for it, whereasthe catching of the
rliscasevras flot wrong and the man was not to blame
for it. And this conclusion,again,will really follow if
lty 'could not' we mean 'would not, even if he had
willcd to avoid it'. But the point I want to make is,
tlrnt it follows only if. we make this assumption. That
in trr say, the mere fact that the man would have stcccctlcdin avoiding the crime, z/ he had chosen(which
ir tr:rtainly often true), whereasthe other man would
rol lrrvc succeededin avoiding the disease,eoenif he
Intl r:lroscn(which is certainly also often true) givesan
nrrrplcjustification for regarding and treating the two
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casesdifferently. It gives such a justification, because,
where the occurrence of an event did depend,uphrr the
will, there, by acting on the will (as we may do by
blame or punishment) we have often a reasonable
chance of preventing similar events from recurring
in the future; whereas,where it did not depend upon
the will, we have no such chance. We may, therefore,
fairly say that those who speak and think, as if a man
who brings about a misfortune ooluntarily ought to be
treated and regarded in exactly the same way as one
who brings about an equally great misforttte inooluntariljt, are speaking and thinking as if it were not
true that we ever should have acted differently, even if
we had willed to do so. And that is why it is extremely
important to insist on the absolute certainty of the
fact that we often rcally should have acted differently,
if we had willed differently.
There is, therefore, much reason to think that when
we say that we could have done a thing which we did
not do, we often mean merely that we shouldhave done
it, if we had chosen. And if so, then it is quite certain
that, in lZzssense,we often really could have done what
we did not do, and that this fact is in no way inconsistent with the principle that everything has a
cause. And for my part I must confessthat I cannot
feel certain that this may not be all that we usually
mean and understand by the assertion that we have
Free Will; so that those who deny that we have it are
really denying (though, no doubt, often unconsciously)
that we ever should have acted differently, even if we
had willed differently. It has been sometimes held
that this rs what we mean; and I cannot find any
conclusive argument to the contrary. And if it is
haoe we mean, then it absolutely follows that we really
what Free Will, and also that this fact is quite consistent
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with the principle that everything has a cause; and it
follows also that our theory will be perfectly right,
when it makes right and wrong depend on what we
could have done, e/ we had chosen.
But, no doubt, there are many people who will say
that this is nol sufficient to entitle us to say that we
have Free Will; and they will say this for a reason,
which certainly has some plausibility, though I cannot
satisfy myself that it is conclusive. They will say,
namely: Granted that we often should have acted
di{ferently, if we had chosen differently, yet it is not
true that we have Free Will, unless it is a/so often
true in such casesthat we could have chosendifrercntly.
The question of Free Will has been thus represented
as being merely the question whether we ever could
have chosen, what we did not choose, or ever can
choose,what, in fact, we shall not choose. And since
there is some plausibility in this contention, it is, I
think, worth while to point out that here again it is
absolutely certain that, in two different senses,at least,
we often could have chosen, what, in fact, we did not
choose; and that in neither sense does this fact
contradict the principle of causality.
The first is simply the old senseover again. If by
saying that we could have done, what we did not do,
we often mean merely that we should have done it, iJ
we had chosento do it, then obviously, by sayingthat
we could have chosento do it, we may rnean merely
that we shouldhaveso chosen,f we had chosento make
the choice, And I think there is no doubt it is often
true that we should have chosen to do a particular
thing z/ we had chosento make the choice; and that
this is a very important sensein which it is often in
our power to make a choice. There certainly is such a
thing as making an effort to induce ourselvesto choose
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a particular course; and I think there is no doubt that
often if we had made such an effort, we should have
made a choice, which we did not in fact make.
And besides this, there is another sense in which,
whenever we have several different courses of action
in view, it is possiblefor us to chooseany one of them;
and a sense which is certainly of some practical importance, even if it goes no way to justify us in saying
that we have Free Will. This sense arises from the
fact that in such caseswe can hardly ever hrcw for
certainbeforehand,which choicewe actually shallmake;
and one of the commonestsensesof the word 'possible'
is that in which we call an event 'possible' when no
man can know for certain that it will not happen. It
follows that almost, if not quite always,when we make
a choice, after considering alternatives, it araspossible
that we should have chosen one of these alternatives,
which we did not actually choose; and often, of
course, it was not only possible, but highly probable,
that we should have done so. And this fact is certainly
of practical importance, becausemany people are apt
much too easily to assumethat it is quite certain that
they will not make a given choice, which they know
they ought to make, if it were possible; and their belief
that they will not make it tends, of course, to prevent
them from making it. For this reason it is important
to insist that they can hardly ever know for certain
with regard to any given choice that they will not
make it.
It is, therefore, quite certain (r) that we often should
have aded differently, if we had chosen to; (z) that
similarly we often should have chosendifferently, elf
we had chosenso to choose; and (3) that it was almost
alwayspossiblethat we should have chosen differently,
in the sensethat no man could know for certain that

we should aol so choose. All these three things are
facts, and all of them are quite consistent with the
principle of causality. Can anybody undertake to say
for certain that none of these three facts and no
combination of them will justify us in saying that we
have Free Will ? Or, supposeit granted that we have
not Free Will, unless it is often true that we could have
chosen,what we did not choose:-Can any defender
of Free Will, or any opponent of it, show conclusively
that what he means by ' could have chosen' in this
proposition, is anything different from the two certain
facts, which I have numbered (z) and (3), or some
combinationof the two ? Many people,no doubt, will
still insist that these two facts alone are by no means
sufficientto entitle us to say that we have Free Will:
that it must be true that we were able to choose,in
some quite other sense. But nobody, so far as I know,
has ever been able to tell us exactly what that senseis.
For my part, I can find no conclusive argument to
show either that some such other sense of'can' is
necessary, or that it is not. And, therefore, this
chapter must conclude with a doubt. It is, I think,
possible that, instead of saying,\as our theory said,
that an action is only right, when it produces consequencesas good as any which would have followed
from any other action which the agentwouldhave done,
if he had chosen,we should say instead that it is right
wlrenever and only when the agent could not haztedonc
rrnything which would have produced better conBc(lucnces:and that this'could not have done' is zot
ctlrrivalentto 'would not have done, y'he had chosen',
lrrrtis to be understoodin the sense,whateverit may be,
wlrich is sufficientto entitle us to say that we have Free
Will. If so, then our theory would be wrong, just to
tlrir cxtent.
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